NOTES:

1. ADVANCE NOTICE PORTABLE CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGNS (PCMS) TO PROVIDE CONSTRUCTION DATES AND TIMES. PCMS SIGNS TO BE INSTALLED TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO TRAFFIC RESTRICTION, OR AS DIRECTED BY COUNTY.
   1.1. MESSAGE 1 ON THE PCMS: "SILVERADO ROAD WORK" MESSAGE.
   1.2. MESSAGE 2 ON THE PCMS: MAXIMUM PROJECT DURATION DATES, AND
   1.3. MESSAGE 3 ON THE PCMS: CONSTRUCTION HOURS.

2. MAILBOX INSERTS FOR ALL RESIDENTS WITHIN THE SILVERADO TRAIL EXTENTS TO BE DISTRIBUTED 48 HOURS PRIOR TO START OF WORK. ONE SIDE SHALL BE ENGLISH AND THE REVERSE SHALL BE SPANISH. LANGUAGE PROVIDED BY COUNTY.

3. REFLECTIVE SIGNS MUST BE INSTALLED WHERE WORK HAS STOPPED OVERNIGHT AND A TEMPORARY SLOPE IS INSTALLED TO ADDRESS ROAD CONDITIONS AND HAZARDS IN BOTH NORTH AND SOUTHBOUND DIRECTIONS.

PORTABLE CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGN (PCMS) LOCATIONS

1. SILVERADO TRAIL SOUTHBOUND – 1000' NORTH OF OAKVILLE CROSS ROAD
2. SILVERADO TRAIL NORTHBOUND – NEAR 7292 SILVERADO TRAIL
3. MADISON STREET EASTBOUND – NEAR STATE ROUTE 29
4. OAK KNOLL AVENUE EASTBOUND – NEAR STATE ROUTE 29
5. HARDMAN AVENUE WESTBOUND – NEAR ATLAS PEAK ROAD
6. TRANCAS STREET WESTBOUND – EAST OF SILVERADO TRAIL
7. TRANCAS STREET EASTBOUND – WEST OF SILVERADO TRAIL